
DESYMMETRIZATION OF 

SYMMETRIC STRUCTURES BY 

ISOTOPIC LABELLING 

 

Suppose a compound could exist in one of two ways: (a) a symmetrical structure 

like the bromonium cation A or (b) equilibrating structures that on a time-average 

basis appear symmetrical, like B. How would one differentiate between these two 

possibilities? 

 

A 

 

B 

Saunders developed a method whereby the species is isotopically labeled and then 

examined by NMR.
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 For case B, isotopic labeling will desymmetrize the two 

structures and so the chemical shifts of what were equivalent nuclei will become 

(often quite) different. But the isotopic labeling ofA, while breaking the symmetry, 

does so to a much lesser extent, and the chemical shit difference of the (former) 

equivalent nuclei will be similar. 
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Singelton has employed this concept using both experiment and theory for two 

interesting cases.
4
For the bromonium cation 1, Ohta

5
 discovered that the 

13
C NMR 

chemical shifts differed by 3.61 ppm with the deuterium labels. This led Ohta to 

conclude that the bomonium cation is really two equilibrating structures. It should 

be noted that the DFT optimized structure has C2v symmetry (a single symmetric 

structure). Singleton applied a number of theoretical methods, the most interesting 

being an MD simulation of the cation. A large number of trajectories were 

computed and then the NMR shifts were computed at each point along each 

trajectory to provide a time-averaged difference in the chemical shifts of 4.8 ppm. 

Thus 2 can express a desymmetrization even though the unlabled structure is 

symmetric. This desymmetrization is due to coupling of vibrational modes 

involving the isotopes. 

 

1  
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The second example is phthalate 2. Perrin observed a large 
18

O chemical shift 

difference upon isotopic labeling of one of the oxygen atoms, suggesting 

equilibrating structures.
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An MD study of such a system would take an estimated 1500 processor-years. 

Instead, by increasing the mass of the label to 
24

O, the trajectories could be 

computed in a more reasonable time, and this would result in an isotope effect that 

is 4 times too large. The oxygen chemical shifts of more the 2.5 million trajectory 

points were computed for the two labeling cases, and each again showed a large 

chemical shift difference even though the underlying structure is symmetrical. 

Thus, isotopic labeling can desymmetrize a symmetrical potential energy surface. 
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